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They have a thing for full moons such as  Tuesday June 14th, 2022. This was the night they wished to finish me off from their 2.3rd
dimension. As zany as this article might sound this is the real deal.

Genesis 1:28  God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.

Subdue - overcome, quieten, or bring under control  

Let me describe what they are. They evidently live in the 3rd dimension but its the next 3rd dimension from ours explained below. Are
there hundreds of thousands of dimensions on Earth? I am not a dimensional expert, but is it somewhere near 7 to the power of 3 or
7?  

7x7x7 = 343 (49 Main 3rd Dimensions) dimensions avoiding negative dimensions below 1.1 which are likely sheol and further down
hell. 

7x7x7x7x7x7x7 = 823,543 (117,649 Main 3rd Dimensions) dimensions avoiding negative dimensions below 1.1 which are likely sheol
and further down hell. Out of the 823,543 Dimensions this makes the 1st and 2nd dimensions impossible to explore with a total of
235,298. Therefore there are 588,245 that are 3 dimensional that you can explore.

The easiest way to write out a dimension on Earth is the first digit representing the set of "7" it represents such as 1,2,3,4 and so forth
up to the highest be it 49 or 117,649 followed by the number of its dimension such as 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 7 with 1 and 2 being two
dimensional. We are used to this as being called the 3rd dimension, but the correct way to write this mathematically is perhaps as 1.3
with 1.1 and 1.2 being the "x" and "y" with vertical being the "z" making up the 1.3rd.

Would "x" (1st Dimension) such as 1.1 look like a TV screen of flashing color as you move from one direction to the other on "x". Can
a 3d object even survive or record such an experience and portal out? 

Going to 1.2 (2nd dimension) being "x" and "y" would it look like a TV screen again with flashing colors as you move in any direction
on "x" and "y". There would be zero depth so you would still have no sense of where you are most likely, and once again can a 3d
object even survive or record such an event and portal out of it? 
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Dimensions below 1.1 are likely 1 way tickets with no return portal ability and forbidden anyway. 

The magic number is 7 total for each so we have 3 required for the 3rd dimension.  

The 5th Dimension or written as 1.5

From what I now understand the 5th dimension is quite unique from all the other 6 styles. As mentioned in the article there are only 7
types but repeat for perhaps ever or its 7 to the power of 7 for 823,543 dimensions. By subtracting dimensions 1 and 2 since a 3d
being can't travel to them as 235,298 total within the power of 7 leaves 588,245 dimensions humans can explore. If the power of
dimensions is infinite then you will never see them all. 

In the 5th dimension time goes by much faster as we would perceive it in the 3rd. 1 day in the 3rd dimension is likely 2 years in the
first 5th dimension and as you go to higher 5th dimensions it increases the higher 5th you go. If you are living in a 5th dimension, time
seems normal unless you returned to the 3rd to find many years have actually gone by. There is probably an equation the higher 5th
you go to with say 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5 and so forth increasing. 2.5 would be the 12th dimension followed by 19 (3.5) 26 (4.5) and the
33rd (5.5) if you give them a whole number. Only beings like AI or non aging creatures like demons, reptilians and other creatures can
make use of the time that travels faster compared to the 3rd we live in. I've heard a being talking in the 5th dimension right next to me
while I'm in this 3rd. I call it speed talking because that's the oddness you would experience if you had a 2 way portal viewing the 3rd
and 5th at the same time. We would look to them almost still and they would seem to be racing around functioning much faster. Things
can be researched much faster and technologies formally impossible are easy if hundreds, thousands or millions of years go by
compared to seconds, minutes or hours to us. The impossible is no longer based on time with this odd dimension.

The 11th dimension is in fact then 2.4 which is also the 4th dimension in set 2 of the 7 dimensions.

1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4.,1.5,1.6,1.7,2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4 for a total of 11 dimensions. This also happens to be the 4th dimension of the 2nd set. So is
this 2.4 that is also numerically the 11th have something to do with time?  

I think the Reptilians invited Demons from Hell to live on the surface prior to Noahs Flood whom call themselves the "United States" as
well as "Illuminati" and gave them the 6th dimension which is written as 1.6. This dimension was figured out and there may have been
an exchange of fire between the two parties. If you get into a higher set such as 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 you own everything below that
with your weapons. 

I figured out how these demon people can blend in with society using what is called "the outfit" This high tech outfit can deform a
creature to the size of a human or even baby. These "outfits" are genetically the DNA of fallen Angels. These things "testify" on their
"internet" and I got some of them to repeat my thoughts well before Tuesday because they hang out around me where I live and follow
me everywhere I go. They repeated my thoughts but it was testified on their behalf and not my problem. Getting them to verbally say
"outfit off" removes this high tech illusion and shows what they really are. All their people who read this testimony proceed with "outfit
off". Once its "outfit off" they can't put them back on to my understanding. This made them incredibly angry because in 1.6 most lost
their outfit use and look like they did in Hell and lost invincibility. 

Reptilians (Biblical Serpents) also wear the outfit and the Queen of England (male reptilian) wears one and pretends to be an old lady.
A video below explains Vladimir Putin saw it transform some 4x in front of him.
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They require the outfit to morph which is just technology. The "outfit" which is worn for years actually ages you as well and if you have
one on nothing can kill you with bullets and so forth. The being can have multiple outfits on with the average being 2 currently in the
event they need to take on another appearance. Get someone to say "outfit off" verbally at least 3 times or more and you can see
what they really look like. If they won't say something that simple what are they hiding? New outfits can be programmed to ignore this
verbal command but only key people will get one as they are hard to come by. They being aware of "Outfit Off" may have changed the
command to "Suit off" now, so that is also worth a try in the event they got a new outfit. 

I can already hear beings in every dimension since 2005 as long as they are speaking with voice or telepathy within 3-400 or so feet of
me. They tried to crucify me from their dimension because that's what they do. Nothing occurs to my body or anyone Else's in the 3rd
dimension which is how they prefer you look dead even though you were tortured in upper dimensions. One of them drilled holes in
me, they cut off my head (I put it back on evidently), they put poison pills in me with one of them being called the BINGO pill. The
female voice said do you taste salt on your tongue? I replied in my head yes and she said it should only take 15 minutes to kill you
and it's 15 minutes because from my BINGO article you will read that the Serpents along with Adam and Eve were crucified on Nisan
15 occurring on 4-2-4102 BC. One guy put a razor blade in my ball sack and then kicked it in as hard as he could after telling me to
uncross my legs. The problem they have is I don't feel pain like others would in these dimensions. I can feel what they're doing slightly
but it causes me no harm. Anyone else would feel it thus this is how these whack jobs control people with fear. I call them whack jobs
with pills and drills. 

They did some 23-25 attempts to kill me before the sun came up then I took the dogs for a walk. That morning they were in my home
discussing what to do with me. One of them had a hold on my wrist as I felt a slight pressure but a female told what was evidently her
demon kid to let go of my wrist. 

The exciting part is I can create fire by merely rubbing my hands in motion without contact between the hands. I can feel the heat in
my hands in this dimension and I can set things on fire in upper dimensions within my reach including myself.  This fire actually is the
only thing that melts the outfit of these creatures and it also kills demons wearing one from what I understand. It causes no harm to a
human and burns for about an hour then requires the relight. With both hands in a prayer like fashion and a fast forward jerking motion
I evidently can throw fireballs too which are deadly in 1.4 on up. They can disrupt this process by hitting my hands with
electromagnetism which would normally cause death. This in fact has the opposite effect on me and charges my hand and allows me
to shoot it back at them with even more energy then they hit me with. If my hand gets enough of it my fingers actually have polarity like
a magnet and more easily refrain from touching each other when my hands are in this prayer like gesture that I use to fire away. They
said I blew off one females legs and an-others head which is a lucky shot as I only have hearing to fire in their general direction. 

These Illuminati people who wear "outfits" are actually Demons from hell whom were convinced by Reptilians and Fallen Angel's to
leave Hell and live in another dimension while running Earth in the background. This was convinced to them to do well before Noah's
Flood in 2447 BC. If you have read my Flat Earth article I explain nothing can escape an energy barrier that is invisible around Earth
which is designed to prevent travel to the Heavens or even Hell to hold the devil and it's kind here on Earth. Nothing can get more
than a couple hundred miles up off the surface or below in any dimension thus negating landing on the moon or sending rovers to
Mars or probes past Pluto as explained in the article LINK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7C1Go1Wohg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/8Yj3zw13QLI
http://www.numberman.net/BINGO.html
http://www.numberman.net/BINGO.html
http://www.numberman.net/Flat-Earth-or-Sphere-Earth.html
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Were the Illuminati given 2.3 or 1.6 as a dimension? A conflict likely occurred from others obtaining the 6th dimension so perhaps they
had a home in 2.3 and forces in the 1.6th (our 6th dimension) You can most likely build new structures in 2.3 over the top of structures
in 1.3 (our 3rd dimension) by probably demolition and restructuring and we would be none the wiser. Do resources deplete or are they
completely new from each 7 set dimensions? If they deplete would they just magically vanish from our 3rd dimension? 

As an example I had 2 mountain dew bottles left when I ran to get cigars the morning after the full moon when the Illuminati tried to kill
me. When I returned there was 1. Did I drink it and forgot I had or did something else in dimension 2.3? Looking down from higher
dimensions to see all the others does it require you for example to be in 3.3 to see 2.3 and 1.3 and you would be none the wiser
viewing it in say 3.7 trying to see 3.3, 2.3, 1.3? 

Wernher von Braun

Adding to the mystery a guy named Wernher von Braun, a NAZI rocket scientist brought over from NAZI Germany to develop rockets
left this verse on his grave stone: 

Psalm 19:1 The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork.LINK 

Now why on earth would a NAZI be quoting bible verses which are testimony of the Jews whom the NAZI's tried to exterminate. What
did the rocket man know that we don't know? He helped develop what is now known as NASA. He was hitting this barrier but it was
not the firmament it was the barrier to hold in Satan. 

They also wear "Flight Suits" underneath these outfits which allow them flight, invisibility and the ability to pass through material
objects provided to them by the Reptilians. The Flight Suits look like tin foil materials on the entire body with a fancy helmet that has a
clear front and side to see through and a molded design atop where the computer processing occurs to make it function.

The "United States" 

Not referring to America, but rather demons from Hell whom call themselves the "United States" on a global secret "internet" of Jesuits
and Demons connected via the "mind" and others who participate with physical "hardware" devices. They had this name long before
America ever existed and the following is the theory why. 

They call themselves the "United States" because cities and possibly states are called these very names in hellfire. Compton was
evidently the worst where Beelzebub resided with his 8 million minions, past tense for a particular reason which occured late April
early May of 2019 AD. Compton currently is nothing compared to Chicago or Philadelphia when it comes to murder, so these names
were predetermined long ago. 

These Demons were likely created on 4-3-4102 BC (likely Nisan 16) the very day after Adam and Eve were crucified on 4-2-4102 BC
(likely Nisan 15) The Serpent aka Reptilians were also crucified this same day and frequently use the number 15. The only holiday
celebrated around the globe on April 3rd that seems notable is called "World Party Day". They likely created this to celebrate
themselves being created on 4-3-4102 BC.  

It began with the Serpents lie being "eaten" or rather believed on April Fools Day on 4-1-4102 BC. This is why this holiday has nothing
to do with telling a funny joke, it's all about deception and the laughs that go with it. 

Demons from Hell were likely recruited by Reptilians sometime after Angels fell and swore an Oath on Mount Hermon to take human
wives and create Nephelim. 

Enoch 6:1 And it came to pass when the children of men had multiplied that in those days were born unto 2 them beautiful and
comely daughters. And the angels, the children of the heaven, saw and lusted after them, and said to one another: 'Come, let us
choose us wives from among the children of men 3 and beget us children.' And Semjâzâ, who was their leader, said unto them: 'I
fear ye will not 4 indeed agree to do this deed, and I alone shall have to pay the penalty of a great sin.' And they all answered him and
said: 'Let us all swear an oath, and all bind ourselves by mutual imprecations 5 not to abandon this plan but to do this thing.' Then

https://www.google.com/search?q=wernher+von+braun+headstone&prmd=isnv&sxsrf=ALiCzsZPf9qv4BtNah6acqGiLqtFEPnHkg:1656682867912&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjgpePO6Nf4AhV5lWoFHYH6DEMQ_AUoAXoECAIQAQ&biw=412&bih=718&dpr=2.63#imgrc=hFosOba6Qp9dRM
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Party_Day
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sware they all together and bound themselves 6 by mutual imprecations upon it. And they were in all two hundred; who descended in
the days of Jared on the summit of Mount Hermon, and they called it Mount Hermon, because they had sworn 

The days of Jared whom was the 6th from Adam would begin in the year 3643 BC. This timeframe gives 1,196 possible years before
Noah's Flood depending on the year the Fallen Angels made their oath to sin with mankind. This oath is likely the reason we celebrate
modern Valentine’s day and there is a "cupid" mascot for it. 

The Reptilians would have tempted Demons to come live on the surface by demonstrating the "outfit" to them which likely provides
human type pleasures they normally wouldn't be able to obtain along with flight suits that let them fly and pass through material
objects and craft to transport themselves back and forth to places or merely use portals with their flight suits on. All that along with
giving them an "Illuminati" status over mankind controlling money and power and giving them their own dimension. 

Prior to Noah's Flood they likely were able to return to Hell and come back to the surface as well as have this internet system with the
Demons in Hell keeping them up to speed with the goings on. After Noah's Flood I believe God put up an energy barrier to hold
Serpents and Fallen Angels on the surface preventing travel to the Heavens as well as our physical heavens which includes the sun
and moon which are Earths timepiece mechanisms. This barrier also would prevent travel to hell and trap these Illuminati demons
making them crucified with the others for being "One" with the Devil. If the other Demons did come and go from Hell they became
stuck in Hell which is why they still communicate on this "internet" system that I am aware of. The "Internet" system they use only now
allows one way communication from Hell to those within the Barrier. Energy from the sun or meteors and things of this nature can get
in, but nothing gets out even in upper or lower dimensions. 

I don't as of yet know which of the 1,196 possible years from 3643 BC  to the Flood in 2447 BC they joined Satan on the surface. 

I believe the main staple of food in Hell besides human flesh and blood, which might only be eaten at a persons first arrival is a potato
of some variety and a dumpling. This was presented in the form of a dream as a plate of lousy mashed potatoes and a pathetic asian
style droopy dumpling on a plate. This could have been why they accepted the Serpents offer to come to the surface. 

Demons from Hell have physical bodies and cannot fly or pass through material objects. The only superpower they have is likely
strength and resistance to extreme heat. They required portals and or transportation to leave Hell to come to live on the surface thus
making a decision to be "One" with Satan using Serpent and Fallen Angel's technology to do so. The illuminati are obsessed with
torture because that's what they were created to do to sinners in Hell. I call them whack jobs with pills and drills. 

Another possible reason they call themselves the "United States" could be united in states of mind. There is a great variety of types of
mental states including perception, bodily awareness, thought, belief, desire, motivation, intention, deliberation, decision, pleasure,
emotion, mood, imagination and memory. LINK

Hell would not just be about physical torture but also torture of the mind. These beings would likely love mind control as well as
physical torture in Hell and on the surface. They love symbolism and putting it everywhere to show power and influence. 

They have a thing for the number 13 thus 13 original colonies was not an accident but planned out. The number 13 prevalent on
money with arrows in the eagles claw and other notations visible. There is no 13th floor in hotels along with other oddities regarding
this number. The number 130 also has meaning to these Devils which is 13x10. I think it has something to do with the term "crucify". 

A female voice said "they work for the Almighty". I find this ironic and delusional since they use outfits, flight suits, and ships created
by reptilians which are Biblical Serpents and they left Hell (their created abode) to live here and work with Satan and thus they are
"One" with the Devil not God. In an old Disney cartoon there is an eye chart worded "AskAboutIlluminati". Here is  video regarding
that: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mental_state
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The Oddities in their Programs:

Every Disney Sexual Reference! by EyeofSol (Tooned Up S1 Every Disney Sexual Reference! by EyeofSol (Tooned Up S1 ……

There seems to be Satanism within these Secret Societies

One of these being Skull and Bones with their logo noting the number 322. I believe this number to mean this was their New World
Order timeline of 19 years. Reading my article on Metonic Moon Cycles you will see that on 10-3-2016 we arrived at Metonic Cycle
322 from Adam's creation. LINK 

It's doubtful that even they knew why this was 322 just that it was go time for them. Its mentioned that they choose "15" new members
each year. Once again the 15 reference. LINK 

Here are more interesting videos of the "Outfit" malfunctioning on video camera.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghKvF2TSJHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDhMnBl7kzA
http://www.numberman.net/Metonic_Cycles_70_7s_490_From_Jesus.html
https://www.history.com/.amp/news/secret-societies-freemasons-knights-templar
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David Icke-The Evidence of Reptilian Shapeshifters Among David Icke-The Evidence of Reptilian Shapeshifters Among ……

Proof Hillary Clinton Is A Humanoid Reptilian ShapeshifterProof Hillary Clinton Is A Humanoid Reptilian Shapeshifter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wHa9uHQltW8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8EFzbW0weY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ovIQhbOFLB0
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Reptilian Anomalies : Charlie SheenReptilian Anomalies : Charlie Sheen

These Devils that I hear all the time are always saying "give him the medal of honor" and I would think "I'm not even in the military".
What demons are actually referring to is one of their torture techniques spelled "metal of honor". It involves drilling you with holes and
pouring molten hot metal into the holes they drilled. The idea behind the name is an individual honors taking a life rather than
repenting for it. Military people should be aware that is what the Devils intent is for you to actually receive for never repenting for
taking a life which is one of the 10 Commandments to never kill. 

They also have one called the "credit card" which involves inscribing all the sins you are credited with all over your body. I made a
mistake and thought it was taking the back of your head to the back of your ankles. 

They have one called the "pressure cooker" as well, but I have no idea what that involves.They most likely developed these on the
first people sent to Hell before they came to live on the surface with humanity prior to Noah's Flood in 2447 BC. 

The good news is these demons who came to the surface to work with Satan have these and many more tortures waiting for them
when they return to the Hell they never should have left as that's where they were designed to be yet chose to be "One" with Satan. 

The OK sign over the Eyes

The OK sign over your right eye signifies to crucify people on your right, the left, people on your left. If they do it over both eyes it's
intended to mean crucify everyone in front of you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rkVTeOAiZ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVzR925xjcs
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If they have fingers on their palm such as three or four that means crucify three or four people to their right or left depending on which
eye they have the OK hand sign over. If they are also sticking out their tongue that implies to do it quickly. These people are obsessed
with crucifying others since the Serpents were crucified by God on 4-2-4102 BC (Nisan 15). 

The Owl

One of the voices whom hangs out here (well known Hollywood actor) and claimed to be their leader mockingly said "You know
everything so why not, everybody wants to know whats up with the owl". The owl was the first genetic success by reptilians aka
Biblical Serpents. They want everyone to worship and respect this first success. 

The Great Horned Owl seems to be the Bohemian Grove style carving. This owl and possibly others may contain reptilian DNA. 

What came next were possibly Nephelim which are half human and half Fallen Angels. These Nephelim come from Fallen Angels
breeding with Earth women which create wicked spirits aka demons also referred to as scorpions as this is what they look like in upper
dimensions. When the Nephelim dies the wicked spirit looks for a new host body. The Reptilians successfully got them into humans
and refer to them as "people" but with a numeric assignment such as 15 people or 14, 16 and so forth which indicates their lineage
number from Adam in the Bible. 

Recall Noah's Flood saved two of each animal created by God and only God. Due to the genetic mess Reptilians and Fallen Angels
created with animals and humans the Flood was necessary despite them redoing it again right after the Earth was dry. 

Demons might also have offered up their DNA to Reptilians to create a breed of human as well. The only way to tell is to compare
theirs with humans and see what you get.

Replicant People 
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Jesuit Scorpion people become "believable" when they begin to testify at age 15 from what I gather. Therefore to identify a replicated
person (Person you knew replaced by new spirit host in DNA replicated body) you see what age they became believable. If its past
age 15 you have yourself a Replicant. Standard Jesuits humans most likely don't have this status and are much easier to identify as
being replicated for the Serpents wicked needs. Standard Jesuits were never formally Nephelim thus they can't leave their bodies
flying around nor mind read others. I think Scorpion variety testify telepathically into one of their hands where their biological mic is
located while the others require a device such as a phone. Standard humans don't testify and are never believable to Jesuits to my
understanding. 

One advantage a person has is visible scars and tattoos but in that case the scorpion would then wear the "outfit" to better clone the
body rather than one grown in an embryonic chamber as I call them. Outfits might interfere with this biological mic in the hand and the
scorpion may have to use a device in this case. If the outfit has a mic this problem is mute. Outfits may also block their ability to mind
read others but some of these ideas are speculation from observation and logic. Demons wearing an outfit would likely experience the
same issues but the outfit provides invincibility.

This concludes the article for now until more is discovered about these demons.
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